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Abstract We describe the Hybrid seeding, a stand-1

alone pattern recognition algorithm aiming at finding2

charged particle trajectories for the LHCb upgrade. A3

significant improvement to the charged particle recon-4

struction efficiency is accomplished by exploiting the5

knowledge of the LHCb magnetic field and the position6

of energy deposits in the scintillating fibre tracker de-7

tector. Moreover, we achieve a low fake rate and a small8

contribution to the overall timing budget of the LHCb9

real-time data processing.10
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1 Introduction18

The LHCb detector [1] is undergoing a major upgrade19

in preparation of the Run 3 data taking at the LHC,20

starting in 2021 [2]. The expected delivered instanta-21

neous luminosity is L = 2 × 1033 cm2s−1, correspond-22

ing to an average of seven proton-proton interactions23

per bunch collision.24

The entire charged particle reconstruction (track-25

ing) system of the LHCb detector is renewed as part26

of this upgrade. In particular, the tracker placed down-27

stream of the LHCb dipole magnet is replaced by a28

scintillating fibre tracker (SciFi) described in detail in29

Ref. [3]. The SciFi consists of three stations (T1, T2,30

T3), each composed of four layers of stacked scintillat-31

ing fibres. The layers within one station are separated32

from each other by an air-filled gap of 50 mm and they33

are oriented in a stereo configuration (x-u-v-x). For the34

sake of mechanical stability, the scintillating fibres in35

the x-layers are strictly vertical, so that they have a36

slight tilt with respect to the y axis, which is perpen-37

dicular to the beam axis in the usual LHCb coordinate38

system. The u/v layers are rotated in the x − y plane39

by the stereo angle, α, equal to +5◦ and −5◦ for the u40

and v layers, respectively.41

An algorithm relying solely on the information pro-42

vided by this tracker, called Hybrid seeding, is de-43

scribed in this paper. This algorithm allows an efficient44

reconstruction of tracks from particles with momenta45

down to 1.5 GeV/c. The track segments reconstructed46
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by this algorithm are used as seed for other pattern47

recognition algorithms in LHCb.48

The LHCb upgrade trigger strategy relies on two49

software stages called HLT1 and HLT2 [4]. The HLT150

stage performs a partial reconstruction of the event in51

order to select general heavy-flavour physics signatures,52

such as tracks from displaced vertices, tracks with high53

transverse momentum or muons carrying large trans-54

verse momentum. The HLT2 reconstruction exploits55

the reduced event rate after the HLT1 selections to per-56

form a full reconstruction of the event, adding offline-57

quality particle identification information and aiming at58

reconstructing all the tracks in the event. This recon-59

struction also benefits from the real-time alignment and60

calibration procedure developed for the Run 2 data tak-61

ing [5]. Within this scheme, and in its current version,62

the Hybrid seeding is designed to be executed within63

HLT2. The current goal is to run the HLT2 stage at a64

frequency of 1 MHz using around 1000 CPU nodes [4].65

2 Motivation66

The LHCb detector at the LHC is specialised in the67

study of heavy hadrons. Physics analyses in LHCb rely68

mainly on two track types, called “Long” and “Down-69

stream” as defined in Fig. 1. Long tracks are recon-70

structed using energy deposits (hits) from at least the71

vertex locator (VELO) [6] and the SciFi sub-detectors,72

and represent the majority of tracks used in LHCb anal-73

yses. Downstream tracks, which are reconstructed using74

hits in the upstream tracker (UT) and SciFi, typically75

correspond to the decay products of long-lived hadrons76

such as K0
S mesons and Λ baryons.77

The LHCb track reconstruction [7] consists of two78

main consecutive steps. First, the pattern recognition79

algorithms create track segments by connecting hits80

from the sub-detectors: the VELO, the UT and the81

SciFi. Second, the track fitting provides the track can-82

didates, with a track quality expressed in terms of a χ2
83

per degrees of freedom.84

The Hybrid seeding [8] is a stand-alone algorithm,85

i.e. it does not rely on any input from other algorithms86

in the tracking sequence. It produces track segments in-87

side of the SciFi, used later by other pattern recognition88

algorithms. In addition to allowing the reconstruction89

of Downstream tracks, these segments can be combined90

with track segments in the VELO to form Long tracks.91

The average occupancy expected in the SciFi in Run92

3, shown in Fig. 2, sets a strong challenge for the design93

of the Hybrid seeding: the high hit multiplicity in the94

central region makes it difficult to identify the correct95

hits belonging to a given track path. The non-negligible96

Fig. 1: Track types defined in LHCb. It is worth not-

ing that Long tracks do not need to leave hits in the

Upstream Tracker (UT). The SciFi is composed of the

T1, T2 and T3 stations, and the LHCb magnet is rep-

resented between the UT and the SciFi.

residual magnetic field in the SciFi region further com-97

plicates this task, inducing a non-uniform bending of98

the particle trajectories within the SciFi acceptance.99

The Hybrid seeding has been designed to handle these100

conditions by exploiting a dedicated parameterisation101

of the tracks. It provides a high reconstruction efficiency102

while maintaining a low rate of fake track candidates.103

3 The algorithm104

The SciFi detector provides measurements of hit po-105

sitions as (x, z) coordinates, which allow a direct ex-106

traction of track patterns in the bending plane of the107

LHCb detector (along the x direction). The track pat-108

terns in the non-bending plane (along the y direction)109

are measured combining information from the x-z pat-110

terns with hits from the u/v layers. For this reason,111

the algorithm is designed to first build the projection112

of the track candidates in the x-z plane, called seed113

candidates, by combining measurements from the six114

x-layers only. Later on, a search for matching hits in115

the non-bending plane is performed using the informa-116

tion from u/v-layers. The y-z patterns are built through117

the relation x
u/v
measured−xz = yz× tan(α), where xz and118

yz define the true position of a track in the detection119

layer placed at position z and α is the stereo angle de-120

fined in Sec. 1. These two pieces of information can be121

constrained thanks to a dedicated track model param-122

eterisation. The final output of the Hybrid seeding is123

a 3-dimensional track segment that can be combined124

with information from other detectors.125
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Fig. 2: Top: event average hit density in a single layer

of the SciFi. The hole in the middle corresponds to the

beam hole. Bottom: information provided after detec-

tor readout to the Hybrid seeding (y-information is

integrated out).

The first task of the Hybrid seeding is to reduce

the number of combinations when finding the hits cor-

responding to a particle’s trajectory. The trajectory of a

track with momentum −→p is modelled through a double

integration of the equation of motion d−→p /dt = q−→v ×
−→
B ,

for a particle with charge q and velocity−→v . The residual

magnetic field
−→
B in the SciFi geometrical acceptance

can be in first approximation described by Bx ∼ 0,

By = B0 + B1 · z̄, Bz ∼ 0, where z̄ = z − zref with

zref = 8525 mm. In the small track angle approxima-

tion

x(z) = ax + bxz̄ + cxz̄
2 (1 + dxz̄) (1)

y(z) = ay + by z̄, (2)

where ax, bx, ay, by correspond respectively to the usual126

parameters x, tx = dx/dz, y, ty = dy/dz at z̄. The127

ax, bx, cx, ay and by parameters are left free in the track128

fit. The dx parameter, which is equal in this approx-129

imation to B1/3B0, is taken as a constant, estimated130

from studies on simulated samples. This parameterisa-131

tion is motivated by the observed variation of the main132
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Fig. 3: Dependency of the By magnetic field component

as a function of the bending plane in the acceptance re-

gion of the SciFi detector. The magnetic field intensity

decreases as a function of z and can be written in a

first approximation as By = B0 +B1 · z, where B1/B0

is roughly constant.

magnetic field component (By) in the LHCb bending133

plane, as shown in Figure 3.134

A path to collect hits is defined using search win-135

dows assuming that the tracks originate from (0, 0, 0),136

which is located inside of the VELO. This hypothesis137

holds well for all tracks that originate from before the138

UT. The number of hit combinations to be processed139

increases with the size of the search window. There-140

fore, a progressive “cleaning” of the tracking environ-141

ment is performed in 3 iterations. This allows to open142

a wide search windows in the last iteration, as needed143

for the reconstruction of low-momentum particles. This144

progressive approach is necessary to respect the strict145

timing constraints of real-time analysis [4] and to keep146

the rate of fake tracks low. Furthermore, each iteration147

starts with different pairs of x-layers, one in T1 and148

one in T3, in order to compensate for hit detection in-149

efficiency, due to either the fibres themselves (1 − 3 %150

depending on irradiation [3]) or inactive zones between151

fibre mats. Table 1 gives the layers used in each iter-152

ation along with their momentum range. The indices153

”x1” and ”x2” designate the first and second x-layer of154

a given station, respectively.155

For each hit in the first layer, a search window is156

opened in the second layer, according to the considered157

momentum range, expected charge disparity in differ-158

ent halves of the detector due to the magnetic field,159

and assuming that the tracks originate from (0, 0, 0),160

as illustrated in Figure 4. The windows are kept wide161

enough so that the efficiency is large for all particles162

created before the magnet and for electrons, which can163

lose energy due to the bremsstrahlung effect [9]. For164
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Table 1: Definitions of the iterations in the LHCb im-

plementation. All search windows are tuned according

to simulated tracks that satisfy the momentum condi-

tion.

Iteration 1 2 3

First x-layer T1x1 T1x2 T1x1
Second x-layer T3x2 T3x1 T3x1

Minimum momentum 5 GeV/c 2 GeV/c 1.5 GeV/c

each pair of hits, together with the assumption that the165

track comes from the origin, a momentum hypothesis166

is derived and used to predict the region in each of the167

x-layers of the T2 station where a hit from the corre-168

sponding track is expected. Once a third hit is found in169

T2, a curve is defined and remaining hits from leftover170

x-layers are searched for along it to form a track can-171

didate. Only track candidates with at least five hits,172

each in a different x-layer, are selected. A fit is then173

performed according to Eq. 1 and track candidates are174

filtered using a χ2 per degree of freedom criterion. In175

this process, outlier hits can be removed, down to a176

minimum of four hits.177

Hits processed in this phase of the Hybrid seeding178

are sorted by layer and increasing x coordinate. For179

a given momentum hypothesis and pair of seed lay-180

ers, the boundaries of the two-hit search windows are181

monotonously increasing in x. As a result, the search for182

the second hit is significantly sped up by caching search183

bounds. This approach is replicated for the search of the184

third hit, and of remaining hits, as two-hit combinations185

corresponding to the same first hit are naturally sorted186

by slope. Finally, the position of the first hit in T2 that187

matches a two-hit combination built from a given hit188

in T1 is saved. The next search for the third hit starts189

from the previously formed two-hit combination. This190

optimisation allows to move the search window in each191

T2 layer by only a few hits when iterating over T1 hits.192

Only about a third of x-z candidates are real tracks,193

the rest are fake combinations. Using x(z) from Eq. 1,194

acceptance windows are defined in the six u/v layers195

of the SciFi, and hits are collected. It is worth noting196

that, due to the arrangement of fiber mats in the u/v197

layers, tracks that belong to the y > 0 plane could have198

hits in the lower part of the layer, and conversely. This199

is accounted for by considering both halves of the de-200

tector in the hit collection part. Each of the collected201

hits, along with the x(z) track equation, corresponds202

to a possible y measurement, as well as a track slope203

ty(z0) = y/(zlayer−z0) measurement. In a dipolar mag-204

netic field along the y direction, tracks coming from a205

given (0, 0, z0) point with low values of tx and ty are ex-206

Fig. 4: Illustration of the two- and three-hit searches in

the x-z plane.

pected to have a quasi constant ty(z0). The current im-207

plementation of the Hybrid seeding is tuned towards208

the reconstruction of tracks coming from the interac-209

tion region, so it only performs searches for tracks with210

constant ty(z0) ' ty(0). Although the optimisation is211

driven by Long tracks, Downstream tracks and elec-212

trons are also reconstructed, thanks to the size of the213

search windows.214

The search for ty(0) clusters is performed us-215

ing a binned implementation of the “Hough cluster216

search” [10], with one histogram per u/v-layer. Each217

bin is set to zero if no corresponding ty(0) value is218

found, and one otherwise. An additional attribute of219

the Hough cluster search algorithm stores the address220

of hits corresponding to filled bins. Once the histograms221

are filled, looking for an actual cluster amounts to sum-222

ming the values of the six histograms, bin-per-bin, and223

looking for a bin with a value four or higher, the actual224

criterion depending on parameters of the algorithm.225

When several clusters are found, typically in events226

with high multiplicity and in busy regions of the de-227

tector, only the three largest ones are kept. A fit is228

performed on each of the retained clusters, and the hits229

matching the best linear fit are added to the x-z candi-230

date. It should be noted that the y-z fit model does not231

enforce any constraint on the origin of the track, thus232

downstream tracks are not rejected by this step. The to-233

tal candidate track is fitted using the full track model234

defined in Eq. 1 and filtered using additional χ2 criteria.235

Finally, an additional criterion based the track χ2 and236

the number of hits on the segment is applied to tracks237

in order to determine whether to flag hits belonging to238

them. Hits that are flagged to belong to high-quality239

tracks are not considered in further iterations of the240

search.241

After the previous process has been repeated few242

times, to cover the whole desired momentum range, a243
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recovery routine is employed to recycle x-z projections244

for which a final track candidate could not be built by245

adding u/v hits. The recycled x-z projections are re-246

quired to share no hit with any confirmed candidate, in247

order to reprocess only x-z projections that are likely248

to be associated to a new track candidate. When those249

candidates are recovered, the u/v information is added250

in the same manner as explained earlier but with en-251

larged search windows for the track criteria selections.252

4 Performance253

As detailed in Section 2, the aim of the Hybrid254

seeding algorithm is to reconstruct tracks with very255

different kinematical and topological properties with256

the highest possible efficiency. Table 2 displays the effi-257

ciencies of the Hybrid seeding over different types of258

tracks, as calculated using samples of 1000 simulated259

events. Tracks are considered as reconstructible in the260

SciFi (“Has T”) if they leave a hit in at least one layer261

in each station. In Table 3, the evolution of the fake262

rate is investigated for various simulated events.263

The simulated physics samples are selected to re-264

flect the ambitious LHCb physics program. The effi-265

ciency is close to or larger than 90 % for all types of266

tracks that are relevant to LHCb physics analyses, i.e.267

Long and Downstream tracks. The inefficiency is due268

to selection criteria and to the hypotheses made in269

the Hybrid seeding algorithm, as described in Sec. 3,270

which favour tracks from primary interactions or short-271

lived decays. Furthermore, almost half of the tracks272

originating from secondary interactions with the detec-273

tor are reconstructed, which allows to match them with274

the corresponding energy deposits in the calorimeter in275

order to tag the calorimeter clusters as “charged”.276

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the efficiency on277

the pseudorapidity and the momentum of the tracks, as278

well as the number of primary vertices. Efficiency satu-279

rates at around 95 % for non-electron, high-momentum280

tracks, and decreases slightly with increasing number281

of primary vertices. This is related to the increasing282

complexity of the underlying event. Additionally, on283

Fig. 6 the dependence of the fake rate on the number284

of primary vertices is shown, demonstrating an increas-285

ing trend with more primary vertices, as expected. The286

larger fake rate at small number of primary vertices can287

be attributed to an increased proportion of noise and288

hits from other bunch-crossings.289

Table 4 shows the share of the HLT2 timing ded-290

icated to the Hybrid seeding algorithm in Septem-291

ber 2019 and June 2020, along with the total through-292

put of the HLT2 sequence on a reference dual Intel-293

Xeon-CPU-E5-2630-v4 node. Using a naive extrapola-294

Table 2: Efficiencies (ε) for different kinds of tracks, as

obtained from simulated samples of 1000 events. The

”Has T” requirement states that a given track has at

least one associated hit in each T station, and would

then be reconstructible by an ideal algorithm. Long-

lived is defined as having a segment in the UT and T

stations, but not in the VELO. The ”h.i.” and ”p.p.”

labels refer to ”hadronic interaction” and ”pair pro-

duction”, respectively, which are the two categories of

material interaction creating charged tracks in the de-

tector. If not specified otherwise, the tracks are created

through decay of particles originated in a primary ver-

tex.

Sample Track type ε [%]

Not e±

Bs → φφ Has T 82.0
Bs → φφ Has T, from h.i. 43.3

Not e±, 2 < η < 5
Bs → φφ Long 92.4
Bs → φφ Long, p > 5 GeV/c 95.4

D∗ → (D → Kπ)π Long, from D 93.5
D∗ → (D → Kπ)π Long, from D, p > 5 GeV/c 96.4
D+ → K0

Sπ
+ Long-lived 90.0

D+ → K0
Sπ

+ Long-lived, p > 5 GeV/c 95.2
Bs → φφ Long, from h.i. 87.4

e±, 2 < η < 5
B → K∗0e+e− Long 89.4
B → K∗0e+e− Long, p > 5 GeV/c 90.7

Bs → φφ Has T, from p.p. 49.6
Bs → φφ Long, from p.p. 85.0

Table 3: Fake rate and average fake rate as function

of the simulated decay, calculated using 1000 events of

each.

Simulated decay Fake rate [%] Average [%]
B → K∗0e+e− 9.9 6.5

Bs → φφ 11.7 6.8
D∗+ → (D0 → K−π+)π+ 10.7 6.5

Z → µ+µ− 14.7 8.1
Minimum bias 7.7 4.9

tion by dividing the total throughput by the timing295

share, the estimated throughput of the seeding sequence296

has then jumped from around 800 Hz/node to around297

3.4 kHz/node. This increase in speed has been made298

possible through many improvements, the most rele-299

vant being300

– a modernisation of the C++ code;301

– a better hit caching and exploitation of the inherent302

ordering of hit containers;303

– the replacement of an unbinned Hough cluster ap-304

proach by the current binned one, which preserves305

ordering and layer information;306
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Fig. 5: Dependency of the seeding efficiencies with re-

spect to (top) pseudorapidity, (middle) the number of

primary vertices and (bottom) momentum. Blue and

red refer to electron and non-electron tracks, respec-

tively. Tracks are taken within the 2 < η < 5 interval.

– the pre-caching of topological information for a fast307

parabola and tolerance window calculation.308

Finally, the timing breakdown and physics perfor-309

mance of the Hybrid seeding is comparable to an310

alternative approach that builds Long tracks starting311

from VELO segments instead [3]. This ensures that the312

Hybrid seeding can play a complementary role in the313

reconstruction of Long tracks, which form the core of314

the LHCb physics program.315

Table 4: Overall throughput of the HLT2 sequence, as

well as the timing share dedicated to the seeding and

an estimate of the seeding-only throughput.

Sept. 2019 June 2020

HLT2 throughput [ Hz ] 90 122.5
Seeding share [%] 11 3.5

Seeding throughput [ Hz ] 818 3441
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Fig. 6: Dependency of the seeding fake rates as a func-

tion of the number of primary vertices in the event.

5 Conclusion316

We have presented an implementation of the Hybrid317

seeding, a pattern recognition algorithm designed to318

reconstruct track segments using information from the319

SciFi tracker installed for the LHCb upgrade. The use320

of an iterative approach allows to handle the high mul-321

tiplicity of hits in the detector, while keeping high effi-322

ciencies on a variety of tracks and a low fake rate. Per-323

formance studies show that this algorithm improves the324

reconstruction efficiency for a wide range of particles325

with respect to the former baseline presented in Ref. [3].326

It is currently compatible with the timing and efficiency327

constraints of real-time analysis [11], and therefore be-328

longs to the baseline scenario of the LHCb trigger in329

Run 3.330
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